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The Road to the Lake

following the cart (loaded)

walking 
tripod, plates, camera

provisions (rifle at the ready)

whistling a waltz through his teeth

the lead horse flicking its ears

*

a dusty road, a stony wilderness

the attention of  the mountains 
elsewhere

*

not for the first time
the drayman struggles to see 
a picture here

fidgets
just like Mr Burton

the photographer contradicting him
under the black cloth
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Broken Plates

the guest house

talk of  Milford

negotiating sightseers

sandflies
expectation, disappointment
 If  God were fair, 

we’d see the mountains

a change, at least, from
the heat

ladies fluttering
damaged wings

the fret of  children
at the water’s edge

 a camera, look – 
 like Mr Burton –

one has to
be still and
smile
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Broken Plates

i

launching our canoes
a peal of  sunlight

half-man, half-boat
more Swift than Homer

waddle-paddle

shifting over water
like a duck on land

ii

the first campsite

first rituals

settling in

falling into place

iii

rinsed plates
rinsed sky

never-before 
mountains, draughts

of  unbreathed air
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iv

idling in the gloaming

a celebration of  swallows
a progress of  blackbirds
an oven of  kereru
a gluttony of  keas
a dismay of  sparrows
a heartburn of  pukeko
a house of  fantails
an institute of  roosters
a parliament of  pigeons
a consecration of  skylarks
a harvest of  starlings
a misunderstanding of  hawks

ourselves a raven, heron and a stilt

v

dusk-still

the lake
under the black cloth

the world perfectly
upside-down
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vi

brush smoke

the dazed moon

morepork, tentative –
going over its lines
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The Capsize

Morning in the heartwaters of  the lake.

A gust, a rush of  blood,
a wave misjudged.

Soaked, stripped on the beach.
Grazed forearm.  Barked shins.

Nothing lost.  No harm done.
Repacking

angry with himself  – knots 
pulled tighter than necessary.
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The Other Party

Men smelling of  damp and leather
drying by the fire.  

An artist, a botanist and a lawyer
heading out as we head in.

We stow our boats, share tea,
tinned lambs’ tongues, cabin bread.

Beautiful, yes, and yet more beautiful :
the falls are highly recommended – 

not the highest, but among the highest;
lovelier than Yosemite and

grander even than you’d think
from Mr What’s-it’s photos…

Mr Coxhead – Mr Moodie – Mr Muir? 
No, the famous one.

The fire spits and sniffs.  We steam
around it, woollenly.

Evening shuffles into the valley
somewhere between mist and rain.
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Not the first, but among the first…

Single file, each man
focused on the path.

They fan out at the lake’s 
edge, admire 

the other side and then
the other side reflected.  

One bends, and the next, 
the next… 

skimming stones 
into the water.
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Table Talk at the Hut by the River

A week into the Lake, newspaper scraps
are curios we treasure.

The stoat, that beautiful and elegant little animal
from the old hedgerow days is

misplaced.  And thus, a writer nods,
WITHIN TWO DAYS I WAS WARTLESS.

A man should have one-hundred-and-fifty a year
before he marries.  The woman’s story ends in

a cricket match, two teams evenly matched 
and heading for a draw.

The choice of  flowers, here, is critical.  It’s perilously 
easy to go wrong.  A test with no answers :

What stands for remembrance?
What might stand in for it?
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Broken Plates

i

parrots, their boys’ school antics

ii

the wind got up

clouds stained the snow

iii

its far bank lit with trees
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Legends

No one knows their name,
the people of  the eel pots,

people of  the adzes, people
of  these mountains.

No history but pre-history,
which the land has

taken to itself  – gone,
we say, like moa – 

before our time.  Yet
rumours persist – like takahe – 

Lord, wouldn’t that be something?
A lost tribe

unlost, hoped for 
in the hills.
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Dreamwork

Landscape might be seen more profitably as something like the ‘dreamwork’ of  imperialism…

 W. J. T. Mitchell, ‘Imperial Landscape’

I open the door.
I am looking for takahe.

No takahe here,
the guide informs me,
drinking gravy from the pan.

I close the door behind me.
I am looking for takahe.

I peep at the drawing in
my pocket; yes, I know
what I am looking for.

I aim for the tops.
I am looking for takahe.

Something echoes up 
the valley – the jug-song
of  the kakapo.

Too bad, too bad :
I am looking for takahe.

Something collapses into
the valley – mountains falling
to mountaineers.

That’s right – that’s right,
I am looking for takahe.
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The bush opens, the bush closes
at takahe-height
and yet no takahe.

The dream is forgetting itself,
the landscape grows vague.  
I keep on, keep on

looking for takahe.
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The Falls

Even at this distance, the air
smells of  water.

The wash of  it seeps
into our sleep.  Is this

a thing, a skein, a cataract – 
or an event, played out

endlessly, endlessly 
playing out?  

A noise, a hush.  A heart-leap,
stupid as a fish 

flinging itself  upwards, desire
in the face of  

so much downward force
to rise.
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Thinking of  the Salon

Can a photograph be a poem, or is it
merely heightened language?

How high do you have to shoot
to avoid the picturesque?

Should ‘art’ be ranked above ‘technique’?
Eye-level, or lower?

The hanging committee stand back
and test the work against the wall.

Higher, they tell the man with 
the hammer; higher.
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Broken Plates

i

the mist condenses

the mountains dissolve

ii

weary, wearily

iii

unhinged moths
batter our lamps

the moon has already 
called it a night

iv

in the almost-sleep

fear of
into the
under

the rough and 
tumble of  the 
rocks
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Broken Plates

i

his muscles, supple and material
the sheen of  eel-skin

ii

sitting under the hem of  the tree

that strange excitable light before sunset

iii

water flowing so fast it runs 
back into itself

iv

an awkward blister

sagging rain

v

the rain has the last word
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The Beginning of  the End of  the Adventure

Nostalgia drifts over us like snow.
We sit like snowmen, remembering.
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Broken Plates

Confusion in the water – 
rips, shredding, tossing

and turning – beating you
hands, face, ribs down.

You remember the horse
trying to rip your leg open

against the fence, mean
and personal – similarly

spiteful.  There goes
the brandy.  That’s it

for those glass plates.  
There you go, shuddering

to the shore, your canoe
overtaken, undecided 

what, where, who
to follow.
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Notes to Poems

In January 1892, William Williams, John Smaillie Tennant, and Frederick William Platts 
undertook a canoeing and rowing trip in the Te Anau area, and walked to the Sutherland 
Falls along the recently established Milford Track.  Though the poems draw on some of  
the happenings from the trip – including a capsize on the Waiau River, which resulted 
in a number of  Williams’s glass-plate negatives being broken – they are predominantly 
fictional, and the characters, viewpoints and voices in the poems are intended to represent 
a (parallel) fictional expedition rather than those of  Williams’s party per se. 

p.4.  The Road to the Lake: Alfred Burton (of  the Burton Brothers photographic studio, 
Dunedin) was active as a photographer from the late 1860s until the late 1890s, and a 
highly effective promoter of  his company’s work.

p.10.  Broken Plates: A person using a nineteenth-century plate camera would compose the 
photograph by looking at the image as it appeared on the glass of  the camera back.  The 
image was the same size as the eventual photograph, but appeared upside-down; a black 
cloth over the camera back enabled the photographer to get a clearer view of  it.

p.14.  The Other Party: The Sutherland Falls were initially supposed to be the highest in 
the world, but – following their measurement in 1888 – were reassessed as ‘one of  the 
highest’.  

p.18.  Table Talk at the Hut by the River: The poem includes material from the Bruce 
Herald, 30 August 1889.

p.23.  Legends: A number of  reports of  trips in the Te Anau area referred to finding 
‘Maori relics’ en route, and there was some speculation as to who had made and owned 
them (including reference to the possibility of  a ‘lost’ people of  such antiquity that no one 
– including local tangata whenua – could remember who they had been).  Unlike moa, 
takahe were not extinct, but were considered extremely rare even in the early 1890s.    
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p.25.  Dreamwork: The epigraph comes from W. J. T. Mitchell, “Imperial Landscape,” in 
Landscape and Power, ed. W. J. T. Mitchell (Chicago: University of  Chicago Press, 1994), 10. 

p.29.  The Falls: The poem draws on Shelley Rice’s observation that ‘a photograph is an 
event transformed into an object.  Rather than being a record of  things, as we often suppose, 
it is the fixing of  light in space over time.’  Shelley Rice, Parisian Views (Cambridge, Mass.: 
The MIT Press, 1997), 6.

p.30.  Thinking of the Salon: The first couplet followed reflection on a comment regarding 
Edward Thomas’s poetry – ‘it really is heightened speech’ – in a review by Sean O’Brien 
in the Independent, 29 July 2011.  A ‘hanging committee’ would oversee a photographic 
society’s exhibition, determining issues such as which work would be included and where it 
would be placed.

A number of  other materials, in addition to Williams’s photographs, informed the writing 
of  these poems.  They included contemporary newspaper items, such as “Milford Sound 
and the Overland Route to Lake Te Anau” (Otago Daily Times, 12 January 1889); “Overland 
Trip to Milford Sound” (Otago Daily Times, 20 October 1890); James Richardson, “Lakes 
Te Anau and Manapouri” [Part 3] (Otago Witness, 21 January 1892); and a letter by Tennant 
about the latter part of  the 1892 trip, published in the Southland Times, 4 February 1892.  
They also included unpublished items held by Otago Settlers Museum, Dunedin, in relation 
to Tennant: “John Smaillie Tennant” (typescript and manuscript materials), reference no.: 
2002/79/2, and “A Canoeing Trip on Te Anau & Manapori” (photograph album, approx. 
4½ x 6 inches, compiled with annotations by J. S. Tennant), reference no.: 2002/79/1.  
I additionally drew on Alfred Burton’s Wintering on Lakes Te Anau and Manapouri: A 
Photographer’s Diary: Reprinted from the Otago Daily Times ([Otago: Otago Daily Times, 1889]); 
and on Hardwicke Knight’s Burton Brothers: Photographers (Dunedin: John McIndoe Limited, 
1980), and Coxhead Brothers: Photographers of  Dunedin, Invercargill and Timaru ([Dunedin:] H. 
Knight, 1996).
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List of  Photographs

All photographs are by William Williams, with the exception of  the image on p.19 
(a photograph of  Williams taken by his son).  They form part of  the E. R. Williams 
Collection, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand, and are reproduced 
with permission.  The majority have been scanned from glass-plate negatives – both 
whole-plate (with the reference number prefix 1/1), and half-plate (1/2).  The images 
with reference numbers beginning ‘PA11’ have been reproduced from glass lantern 
slide transparencies, 8.3 x 8.3 cm.  The pair of  images on p.12 was photographed in 
stereographic format; the images referred to below as ‘detail’ refer to one of  a pair of  
stereographic photographs.

p.5.    Detail of: Key of  the Lakes Hotel, Southland Jan 1892.  Reference no.: 1/1-025594-G.

p.12.  Lake Te Anau, Southland 1892.  Reference no.: 1/1-025599-G.

p.15.  Clinton River, Southland 1892.  Reference no.: 1/1-025590-G.

p.16.  Detail of: Mount MacKenzie and Clinton River, Milford Track, Southland 1892.  Reference 
no.: 1/1-025610-G.

p.19.  Lake Lochie, Te Anau, Milford Track, Southland 1916.  Reference no.: PA11-147-002. 
[William Williams, photographed by Edgar Richard Williams.]

p.22.  Lake Mintaro and Mount Hart, Southland 1892.  Reference no.: 1/1-025589-G. 

p.24.  Clinton Canyon from McKinnon’s Pass, Te Anau, Southland 1892.  Reference no.: PA11-
147-001.

p.27.  Sutherland Falls, Southland c.1880s-1930s.  Reference no.: 1/2-140350-G. 

p.28.  Sutherland Falls, Southland 1892.  Reference no.: 1/1-025593-G. 

p.31.  Mounts Elliot and Wilmur, and Jervois Glacier, Southland 1892.  Reference no.: 1/1-
025588-G.
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p.34.  Six men outside a hut c.1880s-1900s.  Reference no.: PA11-150-001.

p.35.  William Williams and two others, outside a hut c.1880s-1900s.  Reference no.: PA11-150-
002.

p.38.  Detail of: Blackmount or Clifton [sic] Homestead, Waiau Valley, Southland Jan 1892?.  
Reference no.: 1/2-140574-G.
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